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HIGHLIGHTS

Estimated Days Stop OversCairns to  
Undara Road Trip
Via Mareeba and Chi l lagoe

DAY ONE
Mareeba Heritage Centre 
Camp 64 Dimbulah 
Chillage-Mungana National Park 
Royal Arch Cave Tour (1.30pm)
Ancient Aboriginal Rock Art 
Accomm:  Chillagoe Cabins 

DAY THREE 
Bush Breakfast 
Archway Explorer Tour 
Pinnarendi Station Café 
Innot Hot Springs 
Ravenshoe Bakery 
Cairns  
 

DAY TWO
Sunrise at the Smelters 
Donna Cave Tour (9am)
Swim at Chillagoe Weir 
Railway Hotel Almaden 
Undara Experience 
Wildlife at Sunset Tour 
Accomm:  Undara Experience

This three-day journey will take you to some of Australia’s most 

incredible geological wonders from the outback town of Chillagoe to 

the incredible Undara Volcanic National Park. 

Australia’s Accessible Outback 

ANCIENT GEOLOGICAL WONDERS EXPERIENCE

3 2



 www.undara.com.au
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Cairns to Undara Roadtrip

DAY 1
Highlights: Local Coffee, Country Lunch, Cave Tour & Cultural History

Cairns to Chillagoe Via Mareeba & the Wheelbarrow Way

The Mareeba Heritage Museum and information centre at Centenary Park on the outskirts of town 
offers free wifi and free entry to the ourdoor musuem. With 47 exhibits, the museum showcases the 
culture and heritage of the Mareeba Region, from the Indigenous traditional owners to explorers, 
pastoral pioneers, its rich multicultural history and its crucial role in World War II.  

CAMP 64 Museum and Café in Raleigh Street, Dimbulah, is one of those delightful, unexpected 
attractions small towns sometimes offer. Besides refuelling on good coffee and delicious food, 
including burgers, you can also soak up some history at the same time. The café displays antique 
and historical items, which provide a glimpse into the past of the Wheelbarrow Way.  

Spectacular limestone caves, small galleries of Aboriginal rock art, jagged limestone outcrops and 
an historically significant mining site, this park is rich in natural and cultural heritage. Visitors can 
explore Donna, Trezkinn and Royal Arch caves on guided tours (running daily except Christmas). 
Tickets must be purchased in advance from QPWS staff based at The Hub in Chillagoe. 

This tour takes you through passages and 11 chambers in one of the largest cave systems in the 
area. Unexpected shafts of daylight, fig trees, glimpses of darting bats, natural limestone formations 
and ancient marine fossils are highlights of this tour. Hand-held lamps are provided for visitors aged 
over five years to add to the excitement of exploring the labyrinth of tunnels and lofty caverns.

Take a walk to Balancing Rock and ancient Aboriginal rock art galleries, keeping an eye out for 
wallabies and wallaroos. At Mungana, a small gallery is located 1.2km along the gravel road to The 
Archways. The Wullumba art site is a short walk from the Balancing Rock car park, 2.5km from 
Chillagoe. Enjoy the view and capture a selfie above the surrounding open woodlands.

Chillagoe Cabins are based on the design of old miners’ huts and you’ll feel as if you have drifted 
back in time - there is even an array of historical memorabilia in each cabin to complement the 
old-fashioned exterior. However, this is where the kinship with the past ends - each cabin is decked 
out with comfortable beds and luxury linen, kitchen facilities and digital television.

COFFEE RECHARGE MAREEBA HERITAGE CENTRE 

LUNCH STOP CAMP 64 DIMBULAH

CHILLAGE-MUNGANA NATIONAL PARK

ROYAL ARCH GUIDED CAVE TOUR (1.30PM)

BALANCING ROCK & ANCIENT ABORIGINAL ROCK ART

CHILLAGOE CABINS 

FUN FACT: Chillagoe was once an ancient coral reef. Wander the town to see the Railway 
Station, Bank Vault, Court House, Police Museum, Post Office and Post Office Hotel. 

Set off early on your journey to Chillagoe-Mungana National Park, 215km or three hours drive west of Cairns, starting 
point of the Savannah Way, incorporating the Wheelbarrow Way. Once an ancient coral reef, this park on the edge of the 
outback is rich in natural and cultural heritage. It features spectacular limestone caves, small galleries of Aboriginal rock 
art, jagged limestone outcrops and an historically significant mining site.
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Cairns to Undara Roadtrip

DAY 2
Highlights: Cave Tour, Billabong, Bush Lunch & Wildlife at Sunset 

Chillagoe to Undara Experience Via Almaden 

It’s an early start to catch the sunrise over the Chillagoe Smelters and enjoy another enchanting cave tour and a cool swim 
before setting off for the Undara Experience along the Savannah Way through the Atherton Tablelands or, during the dry 
months, taking the Savannah Way alternative unsealed section along Ootan Rd from Almaden. The Undara Experience is 
one of the iconic attractions on the Geological Trail and gateway to the Undara Volcanic National Park. 

Where these once operated at a furious pace, today, because of safety concerns, visitors watch 
from afar. Enjoy the dawn chorus from the viewing area while waiting for sunrise to backlight the 
smelter chimneys, relics of an important element in Queensland history from around the dawn of the 
last century. Copper, lead, silver and gold were extracted here for more than 40 years.  

This cave features beautiful columns, calcite crystals and a cave decoration in the form of The 
Madonna. It is electrically lit. Moderate fitness is required as there are about 440 steps, including 
steep ladders. A section requires crouching for about 12m. The one-hour tour starts at 9am. Tickets 
must be pre-purchased at The Hub in Chillagoe and bookings are recommended. 

Spoil yourself with a dip or just cool your feet at the pretty Chillagoe Weir. Soak up the ambience of 
outback nature while sitting in the clean water with the company of tiny fish and listening to the birds 
singing overhead in the shady paperbark trees lining the waters edge. Now refreshed, it is time to 
hit the road en route to the Undara Experience.

Lunch awaits just 32km away at the Almaden Railway Hotel, a classic outback pub where the food 
is good, the beer cold and the welcome friendly. This little gem with its green lawn and gardens is 
an oasis amid the dry of the outback. Don’t be surprised if a few locals – cows – wander by on the 
roadside.  

The fresh, welcoming smell of Eucalypts will greet your arrival at Undara Experience. Check in, then 
enjoy a big sky sunset with sparkling wine and cheese. Your Savannah Guide will unlock the secrets 
of this timeless land as the local wildlife prepares to settle for the night. Then, on dusk, be taken to a 
lava tube for a nature experience you’ll never forget.  

Undara Experience offers guests a unique outback adventure. Staying here is not like checking into 
any other hotel, motel or resort. Its accommodation puts you in the heart of the Australian Outback, 
providing an authentic escape into the bush. Guests can choose from a range of accommodation 
options, catering to every budget and lifestyle or stay in the spacious caravan park.

SUNRISE AT CHILLAGOE SMELTERS 

DONNA CAVE TOUR 

COOL OFF AT THE CHILLAGOE WEIR

ALMADEN RAILWAY HOTEL FOR LUNCH

UNDARA EXPERIENCE WILDLIFE AT SUNSET TOUR 

UNDARA EXPERIENCE 

TRAVEL TIP: Undara Experience offers guests breakfast, lunch and dinner, as well as a range of 
basic food supplies and snacks. Fire pits and gas barbeques are available in the campground.
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Cairns to Undara Roadtrip

DAY 3
Highlights: Bush Breakast, Thermal Pools, QLD’s Highest Bakery 

Undara Experience to Cairns via the Atherton Tablelands  

Experience Undara’s world-renowned Bush Breakfast, served daily at the Ringers (Australian 
cowboys) Camp. This authentic outdoor setting ensures you get to enjoy the true essence of the 
Australian bush as it wakes to a new day. Enjoy billy tea and freshly brewed coffee as you cook your 
toast over the coals of a campfire under the watchful eyes of resident native wildlife. 

Be amazed by this introductory tour to the Undara Lava Tubes and other interesting environmental, 
geological and historical features of the region. This tour takes about two hours as you follow 
boardwalks and trails through a realm punctuated by rainforest species in the midst of the outback. 
Access to the National Park is by guided tour only and highly trained Savannah Guides.

Coffee and cake and all things food come highly recommended at Pinnarendi Station Stay Café. 
Like the six Collins generations that are linked to Undara, Pinnarendi is home to the pioneer 
Atkinson family. Just half an hour along the Forty Mile by road from Undara, Pinnarendi is an ideal 
spot to refresh. The Reuben Sandwich is a must try when stopping here. 

Treat yourself to a free soak in the natural hot springs in Nettle Creek just by the highway an hour’s 
drive along the Savannah Way. Check the temperature first! If you prefer, try the Innot Hot Springs 
Leisure and Health Park right by the creek, where you can bath in the mineral waters in temperature 
controlled pools.

Nestled in the main tree of Queensland’s highest town is Ravenshoe Highland Bakery, a hub for 
locals and visitors in the know. Just 36km from Innot Hot Springs, enjoy the ambience of the bakery 
and town while you enjoy delicious bakery items a. It specialises in pies, sweets , pastries and fresh 
bread. The coffee is good, staff welcoming and friendly, and the service excellent. 

 The Gillies Range, famous for its 263 corners, and 800m elevation change in only 19 km of road, 
offers spectacular lookouts along the way to take in the view of the valleys deep in the Great 
Dividing Range. The Gillies route is a rewarding drive, but it is much easier to enjoy it if you are not 
towing. The Kuranda Range road is recommended for larger RVs and caravans. 

BUSH BREAKFAST

ARCHWAY EXPLORER TOUR

LUNCH AT PINNARENDI STATION

INNOT HOT SPRINGS THERMAL POOLS

RAVENSHOE HIGHLAND BAKERY

HEAD BACK TO CAIRNS VIA THE GILLIES RANGE

TRAVEL TIP: Be careful of wet weather, do your homework before you travel, and carry all the 
necessary first aid kits, as well as plenty of food and water.

The 3.5 hour road journey back to Cairns begins with a hearty bush breakfast at Undara Experience before an amazing 
lava tube tour then calling in for morning tea at Pinnerandi Station Cafe, a working cattle property near the famed Forty 
Mile Scrub, a botanical wonder in the outback. The natural geological phenomena continues with the hot mineral springs 
that bubble out of the ground and into Nettle Creek at Innot Hot Springs. 


